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Get knotted!
The revolution is now

CCESS

Edition 7 • 2013

In 1993 the name
Three Cs was hot off
the policy press and
meant Committed
to Care in the
Community. In 2013
it means Control
and Choice in the
Community, signalling
higher expectations
for people with
learning disabilities
and mental health
challenges. In our
20th Anniversary year,
nearly 10% of our
business comes from
personal budgets,
an increase from
£2,000 to £400,000
in 18 months. When
someone you support
can take their budget
and tell you to ‘get
knotted’ it is a cause
for celebration. A
corresponding shift
in power from patient
and service user to
citizen and customer
becomes real not just
hoped for.
Twenty years on
from the first care
revolution, Three Cs
is embracing the
second (see pages
3, 10 and 11).

Control and Choice in the Community for People with Learning Disabilities and/or Mental Health Challenges
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Relationships

Romantic
July

Love and Marriage
..

Mr and Mrs Perry were proud to make their love a very
public affair. After twenty years of knowing each other, seven
years of wanting to marry and one year of planning, Sandre
Hole and Kevin Perry finally got married at Redbridge
Registry office on July 6th 2013.

Nicole Stiles married
her sweetheart Ford on
July 6th 2013. After eight
years together, Nicole
and Ford finally took the
plunge. They got married
at the Clarendon Hotel
in Blackheath. Three
Cs and the Community
Support Team wish the
newlyweds a long and
happy life together.
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Surrounded by friends,
family and supporters,
with best man Vince and
bridesmaid Lisa to assist,
they made their vows in the
traditional way.
Then, to the delight of their
guests “all heaven broke
loose. Needing no second
invitation, and in the style
of true love, Kevin and
Sandre broke with tradition
to deliver a Kiss the Bride
of epic proportions. No
modest peck on the cheek
or momentary brushing of
lips for Mr and Mrs Perry.
Oh no. A genuine snog
in Three Acts to huge
applause and cheers.

A very public kiss

For the first time in her
long career, the Registrar
burst into tears. Row
upon row of handbags
unzipped and unclasped
into action, tissues were
offered and passed around
like canapés, even the
occasional sleeve got a
nose-scuffing.”

For more, read Jo Blogs at
www.threecs.co.uk
As, post honeymoon, their
fabulous family and fantastic
support team help them
move into a flat, Three Cs
wish Sandre and Kevin a
long and happy life together.
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To buy or not to buy
Learning how to use the
internet, customer services,
caring skills and volunteering
are all things that will help
Melissa find her dream job.
Melissa says: “John the Job
Coach has helped me to
look for a job. I want to try
waitressing; I have done this
on my work experience at
The Meeting Place Cafe
in Catford”. Wine, Women
and Wool club and Friday
Night dancing make Melissa
feel good.

Melissa

3

www.threecs.co.uk

Personal Budgets

Melissa spends her
personal budget on
job coaching and
community support

News at Three
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John spends his
personal budget
on help to move
to a new home

••
••
••
•
••

John
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•• John has moved into a
• new flat with Keyring. John
••
•
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•
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says “I get eight hours of
support a week. I’ve been
supported to look around
the area so that I get used
to the buses and knowing
where the shops are. What
I like is that even when she
isn’t due to see me my
support worker sends me
text messages to check
that I’m ok.”

Live life to the full

If you want to buy support from someone who cares, choose
Three Cs. We are passionate about people and excel at working
alongside people with learning disabilities, autism, mental health
challenges or behaviour support needs. No labels will get in
the way of us supporting you to live life to the full as a valued
member of your community. Our menu of support is so big, it
won’t fit on this page. Visit downloads at www.threecs.co.uk
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Vickie is
independent and
does not need
Three Cs anymore
Vickie has moved in with
her boyfriend, Trevor, her
greatest supporter. She is
using direct payments to
buy support from a different
organisation. Vickie says
“Three Cs has helped me to
get a Direct Payment. I have
happy memories of Three
Cs, I liked iPlanit a lot, and
this really helped me plan for
my future. I liked getting my
awards at the Celebrating
Success events too.”

Vickie

Latest
News
Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Michael successfully bid on
a new flat in #Southwark;
has moved from temporary
accommodation &
into his new home
#skillsforindependence
three Cs

Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Maureen had a great time
seeing #thehangover
film over the bank
holiday – 2nd time out
at the cinema & loved it!
#gettingoutandabout
three Cs

Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Remi’s closer to her
dream of being a
paramedic. Interview
done @stjohnambulance
4 #volunteer role,
training starts soon
#keepingdreamsalive
three Cs

Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Eileen had a day out to the
park for the first time in
ages. She loved the fresh
air and having a cup of tea
and a bite to eat at the café
three Cs

Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
iPlanit says George has
just been offered a 16 hour
a week paid job in a café.
Congratulations George!
three Cs

Three Cs
three
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Edward achieved his dream
of moving on from London
to his own flat in Folkestone
so the could be closer to
his brother & family.
Well done!
Cs
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Volunteering

Volunteering
and jobs
•

Enjoy getting out and about around London?
Do you have interests, skills and hobbies you
are keen to share?
Three Cs needs people to volunteer with adults with learning
disabilities and/or mental health challenges, helping people to
get involved with events and activities in their communities and
across London.

Skills for Work

Our volunteer, Joanne, says it is win-win:
“If I can make someone else confident to go out, two people
are pleased and not just one”.
Your involvement will make a significant and positive difference
to people’s lives.
Call 020 8269 4340 or for a volunteer pack.

www.threecs.co.uk

Making a difference
at Three Cs
Michelle was our ‘easy read expert’ and
James is the voice of accessible audio
on our website. Francine and Luke
ran marathons and Karl used his wine
expertise to raise funds for the Skill Swap
project. Our Chairman, Trevor, and nine
more Trustees are invaluable volunteers
at Board level.
I

Since the official launch of
our Volunteering Programme
by Josie in 2012, eight
more people have made
a difference to Three Cs.
Like Joanne who has
been supporting Stanley,
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volunteers can be a listening
ear as well as helping people
take up new interests and
hobbies. They are part of a
growing band of volunteers
who give their valuable time
and talents to Three Cs.

Volunteering is an important way in which
people can contribute and give back to
their communities. We have 24 general
volunteers, including Trustees. In addition,
40 people we support volunteer with other
charities or Three Cs.

•

Roseanna O’Rourke and
Becky Sullivan both won
‘Skills for Work’ awards
during Volunteers Week
2013. Roseanna has
been volunteering on the
Reception of the Stephen
Lawrence Centre. She
is learning skills there to
help her find a job in the
office. Roseanna is also
volunteering at Three Cs to
support events and is making
the What’s On Guide. She
is practising lots of skills like
using the computer.

Becky
applies
for a job

To help her get a job working
with children, Becky found
a volunteering role with the
Beavers. For over a year,
she helped children enjoy
activities and learn new
skills. This has given Becky
experience and skills that she
can put on her CV and help
her get interviews.
Spice Time
volunteers

olunteer!
05/11/2013 12:35
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Employment Pool
Since it started in 2009, the Employment Pool has given over
100 people the chance to do paid work, some for the first
time. Paid work which used to be done by agencies is now
done instead by those we support. There are currently 52
people we support on the payroll.
Eddie Smith: “I have
worked at Three Cs Head
Office and Crossways.
Working here keeps you
occupied; it’s enjoyable
and fills your day up.”
Eddie has been paid for
doing a variety of tasks
which includes binding
and laminating documents,
preparing payslips and
reception. “It’s a nice
atmosphere here, I like
meeting new people
and speaking to them
on the phone.”
Diane Edwards says
“Miaow”, which starts
an office competition for
who can make the best
cat noises. Diane plays
as she works shredding
confidential material.

Karen Melck, Three Cs
Head Office Manager: “It’s
just so nice to have people
we support in the office
working alongside us all,
covering for Central Support
Team staff.”

Andreja Knightwebb:
“I have loved having the
opportunity to work in a
supportive and sociable
working environment.
I’m looking to get a parttime job in the future. It’s
important for me to gain
confidence and expand
my skills so that I’m ready
for a job.”

Diane, Eddie
and Andreja
(above)

“Working here
keeps you occupied;
it’s enjoyable and
fills your day up”
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Dy Carson, Day Services
Modernisation Manager:
“Paid work at Crossways
has helped members own
the centre, earn money, and
develop work skills.”
Alison Love, Head of
Social Inclusion:
“This year we will increase
the roles available and use
a new approach (Work
Essentials) for people like
Andreja who are really
ambitious and focused on
getting a job.”

Paid Jobs
as Lewisham
MPs
Becky and Roseanna
made speeches and won
elections at the Lewisham
Civic Centre to become
Lewisham Speaking Up
MPs. They both have parttime contracts with the
charity called Lewisham
Speaking Up. This will help
them on the path to more
paid work. Meanwhile,
they have an important
job to do standing up and
representing people’s
views. This is what they
said in their election
speeches:
Becky: “I want to stand
for people with learning
disabilities. I don’t see
anyone else standing up
for us. We’ve got to do it
for ourselves. Access to
hospital, changes to benefit
and services closing like
Lewisham hospital are all
important topics that we
need to be a part of.”
Roseanna: “I like living
in Lewisham and I think
the transport is easy to
use and get around but
the pavements definitely
need repairing as they are
uneven and sometimes
dangerous.”

Becky and Roseanna after
their MP interviews
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Innovation

Innovation
The Only Series
Inspired by Lillian
Mowcoomber back in 2009,
the first of our Only Series
was Only Dancers. Short for
‘Only Dancers Need Apply’,
it was a response to seeing
staff and disabled people
playing wallflower at gigs they
obviously did not want to be
at. That was lose-lose. Only
Dancers is win-win; only staff
and people who love dancing
go dancing. Since then, there
have been Only Curries, Only
Swimmers, Only Bowlers,
Only Memories, Only PubGrubbers. The groups last as
long as people’s interest lasts
and it’s a very cost-effective
way of sharing support.

Our staff know and care about the people
they support. It is our job to ensure
that this knowledge and humanity can
combine with creativity to benefit every
person we support in new and ambitious
ways. We are indebted to partners in the
not-for-profit, public and private sectors
for helping us make innovation the past,
present and future of Three Cs.

iPlanit
Alongside Dimensions, Choice Support
and Heritage Care, Three Cs invested
£10,000 as a seed partner and, in
2010, became the first organisation
nationally to launch iPlanit. The
brainchild of Paradigm and Aspirico,
iPlanit is a web-based solution which
puts the action and accountability into
person-centred planning.
Uploading and keeping our eye on
key person-centred outcomes means
people we support and staff are less
likely to sacrifice the big ambitions and
hard challenges to daily routines. Three
Cs won the National Training Award
2012 ‘London Medium Employer of
the Year Award’ in recognition of the
impact of iPlanit on disabled people’s
lives and was a finalist in the Laing and
Buisson Healthcare Awards for the
Best Use of Technology.

Skill Swap
Whilst Skill Swap owes its
inspiration to Time Bank, it is not
just Time Bank for the excluded.
It aims to focus on the discovery
and development of skills, as well
as skills exchange, and gets in
on the ground floor of developing
social capital. People can get
unfunded support from their peers
as well as getting something
back for giving time and skills to
Three Cs. Hugely worthwhile in its
current form, we are working on
making it possible for people to
swap time given for paid support
too. This is particularly useful
for those people with learning
disabilities and mental health
challenges who are under-funded
or not FACS-eligible. Partnership
with Spice Time Credits in
Lewisham adds even more value.

24pp-Newsletter-241013-ARTWORK.indd 6

Social Inclusion
A focus on social inclusion, funded by reserves, has helped turn
Three Cs inside out. As well as the addition of an expert team –
a Head of Social Inclusion, a Job Coach, a Social Inclusion and
Volunteer Worker – a shift to looking outwards for inclusion and
opportunity has rapidly changed expectations and culture across the
board. This shift has been so successful at Crossways in Southwark
that the old day centre model has been transformed. No longer
service users, people are co-producers and members, supported by
Community Facilitators and an army of community partners.

05/11/2013 12:35
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Technology (assistive and ordinary)
Plan your week with
a magnetic planner
you can wipe clean
Fridge magnet with a
difference. Magnetic
pictures and pen provided.
Wipe clean to use over
and over again.

ONLY

Supporting people to use
technology is a social
inclusion issue. As devices
get more and more user
friendly, more people with
learning disabilities can use
mobile phones and tablets.
It is part of our strategy
for the next three years to
help people get connected
through technology.

News

~~

... ..

~

a
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•

Nick shows off his iPad skills

Innovation Group
Formed in 2013, the Innovation Group has cross-staff
membership and is responsible for exploring, reviewing and
initiating innovation across the board. One of its main aims
is to support bottom-up innovation and help front-line staff
to generate and realise great ideas. Its first innovator – Max
Pozzoni, a Community Facilitator from Crossways in Southwark
– is currently developing a prototype of use to all mental health
service users and professionals in Southwark, which will be
unveiled in autumn 2013. Till then, hush hush.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Social Enterprise

In turn, Lewisham Nexus are
part of our Social Enterprise
Steering Group which is trying
to set up a Social Enterprise
café in Southwark. We have
a vision, a business plan, a

24pp-Newsletter-241013-ARTWORK.indd 7

Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
iPlanit says Khazim has
had a 2nd book of his
poetry published. This
achievement is the result
of real persistence –
congratulations Khazim!
three Cs

Three Cs
three
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
iPlanit says David was part
of the interview panel for
a new job at Crossways.
He really enjoyed getting
involved and making a
difference.
Cs

.a

Since 2010 we have been
working in partnership with
Lewisham Nexus in relation
to their longstanding Meeting
Place Café in Catford. As a
result, many of the people
both organisations support
have continued to get work
experience and training, as
well as cooking skills for
independent living.

Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
iPlanit says Maureen now
has a new mobile phone
which she’s going to use to
book cabs when she’s out
and about so she’s more
independent
three Cs

We are also replacing
an ad hoc approach to
assistive technology with
a programmed approach,
Robert and
Maureen
including increasing the
number of Trusted Assessors. Christine play buys her first
Wii Bowling
mobile phone
Our strict person-centred
approach together with respect for the Mental Capacity Act
2005 will ensure that the way we run the programme is ethical.

£35

Latest

design, architect’s drawings,
and planning permission.
Three Cs Board has already
committed over £50,000 to
the venture and Southwark
Council £20,000 to the
development. Raising money
for the remaining set-up costs
is the next challenge.
Meanwhile, as part of the
capacity building, a mini-café
at Crossways has replaced
the old day centre lunch
and 12 people have food
safety qualifications; nutrition
and healthy eating have an
increased profile.

Three Cs
three
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Claire loves her new
volunteer role at @
mssocietyuk MS Day
Centre in #Romford, helping
to make lunch & tea for all.
#communitycontribution
Cs

Three Cs
three
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Kevin’s excited about next
season: just got an email
account so he can buy
#Arsenal tickets online.
#EnjoyingAnOrdinaryLife
Cs

Three Cs
three
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Christabelle said Jason
did a brilliant job clearing
her harden last week.
Looking out for more
opportunities #paidwork
#personaldevelopment
Cs
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The Shadow Board

May the force
be with you
Five years ago, members of the Shadow Board
emerged from the shadows. Two people we support
became equal Trustees on the Board, and the old
Shadow Board renamed itself the Social Inclusion
Task Force. Since then, a Crossways Steering Group
and a Customer Journey Team have been added
to the user involvement mix. All three fora are led and
chaired by beneficiaries and those we support are
increasingly a force to be reckoned with.

The Social Inclusion Task
Force has met 23 times
and been attended by 40
people since it started in
2009. Currently chaired by
Christine Lawlor, the task
force includes people with
learning disabilities and
people with mental health
challenges. The group is
responsible for choosing
the regular programme of
social inclusion events.

Lisa Fletcher, Task
Force Representative
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Members helped decide
what the wording for Three
Cs new vision should
be and gave its seal of
approval to ‘All of us living
life to the full and valued
by our communities’.
Having learned a lot about
voting and elections from
electing their own Chair,
the group also ensured
that campaigning and the
right to vote got into the
strategy.

••
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

••
•
••
••
Crossways Steering Group
•
has taken a lead on key day ••
••
centre issues since 2011.
•
The experienced Chair, Tina ••
••
Lincoln, is now mentoring
•
other members of the group •••
••
to become experienced
••
at chairing and share the
•
••
responsibility. The Steering
•
Group, which meets every six ••
•
weeks, has been involved in ••
the co-ordination of hospital •••
••
visits and the travel buddy
•
initiative. It has also resolved ••
•
a number of issues relating
••
to big changes and members ••
•
rights and responsibilities at ••
••
Crossways.
••
•
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
Tina Lincoln shares
••
••
her chairing skills

The Customer Journey Team
is chaired by a Beneficiary
Trustee, Debbie Smith, and
supported by The Chief
Executive. It is made up
of five people we support
(customers) who receive
reports from the Director of
Services, the Head of Social
Inclusion and the Office
Manager. The team scrutinise
action on quality issues and
complaints and make sure
that services are getting
better. They keep a check on
any key performances that
they are concerned about.
This year they are overseeing
the programme of customer
satisfaction surveys.

Debbie Smith, Chair of the
Customer Journey Team

05/11/2013 12:35

Celebrating
Success

Pulling fabulous parties out of the bag to celebrate the
success of people we support is something Three Cs has
done every year since 2010. Featuring the Mayor of Lewisham,
String Fever, Too Hot for Candy and the Hermit Road Band,
our Twentieth Anniversary Party on September 12th was no
exception. This scrubbed up, stretch limo and blue carpet
affair for 300 at the Deptford Albany celebrated how far people
have come – a fitting overture to Three Cs 2020 vision of
all of us living life to the full and valued by our communities.

24pp-Newsletter-241013-ARTWORK.indd 1

Hailed by former Elfrida
Society CEO turned
photographer, Sean Kelly,
as ‘a lovely event with a
genuinely inclusive feel’, there
was something for everyone.
Team 20 served a sit-down
dinner. There was guess-thetheme-tune with the hilarious
String Fever, dancing to Too
Hot for Candy, and sing-along
with the Hermit Road band,
topped off with a late disco
by DJ Lemon and alternative
chillax and sensory room
courtesy of Entelechy.
At the centre of attention were
30 VIPs – people we support
and staff – who received
Twentieth Anniversary Awards
from Sir Steve Bullock, Mayor
of Lewisham. With iPlanit
as evidence of people’s
achievements, the number
of success stories was so
big that judges had real
difficulty choosing just 23
people for independence
and community awards. It
was also a great opportunity
to celebrate 10 staff for
excellence in promoting
control and choice in the
community and thank Alina,
our cleaner, and Zoe, a
departing trustee, for their
invaluable contribution to
Three Cs.
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B

watching

Team 20 getting
ready for the
big party

Candy

Arriving in style

This is us
arriving in
style
Dancing

VIPs

71
53
21
2

Being waite
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Arriving in style

Candy

Dancing

VIPs

VIPs getting
ready for
fame

Team 20
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Being waite
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David Haynes
Southwark
Lionel Cleland
Southwark
Lewisham
Christine Ingram
Tom Stevens
Lewisham
Redbridge
Monika Patel
Ayshe Vatansever
Southwark
Southwark
Fred Tuggey
Satch Chauhan
Southwark
Lewisham
David Field
Maria Rose
Lewisham
Greenwich
Maureen Haley
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Southwark
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Albert Turner
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Three Cs Independence
and Community Awar
ds celebrate people
making a difference to
their own lives and/or
the lives of others.
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Speak Easy

Four times a year, family, friends and
advocates of people we support come
to a Speak-Easy. Taking place on a
Saturday, and including lunch, this
get-together gives family members
a chance to meet and talk to senior
managers and trustees, including the
Chair and the Chief Executive. Since
2009, there have been 15 meetings
and 36 people have attended. Families
have influenced everything from
communication protocols, a relatives
charter and the organisation’s strategy
to expectations around footcare and
‘broken toilet roll holders’.

An event for carers,
family and friends
of people supported

bylhreeCs
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Alison Love, Head
of Social Inclusion,
who came up with the
name, interviewed Jo
Clare, Chief Executive,
about the idea behind
Speak-Easy and the
value it brings to
Three Cs.

•
•

AL You were very keen on
setting up Speak-Easy,
why was that?

JO Practically, I wanted
families to be in a
position to influence us about
the big things and the little
things. Most families are for
life, not just for the length
of an employment contract.

24pp-Newsletter-241013-ARTWORK.indd 9

Unlike staff who can be great
temporary advocates, they
are permanent advocates for
their loved ones. You have to
respect that and it is hugely
important to actively listen to
families.

tables on that, families are so
important to us that senior
managers and trustees take
time out on the weekend to
actively listen to criticism and
complaints, as well as good
ideas.

•
•

AL Can you explain how
our partnership with
families helps us keep our
commitment to well-being
and safeguarding?

AL There’s a culture
change element to
Speak-Easy. Could you
explain that?
JO Symbolically, SpeakEasy is an antidote to
the demonisation of families
in our sector and, yes, in
our organisation. We all
know the archetype of the
‘over-controlling’ mother or
the financially exploitative
family member. But these are
exceptions to be dealt with,
they are absolutely not the
rule. However, the ‘bad or
difficult family’ is a stereotype
which care professionals use
widely, often unconsciously,
to defend against criticism
or justify inaction. Turning

-

•
•

JO Many incidents of
institutional abuse,
famously Winterbourne View,
identify the exclusion and
distancing of families from
their loved ones as a key
feature of abusive systems
and regimes. We want
to keep people’s families
close enough and informed
enough to tell us when we
are getting things wrong, but
not so close that gratitude
or loyalty gets in the way
of challenging us. The key
to that is trust based on

listening and feedback on
action. At Speak-Easy, we
listen then report back action
for improvement which
encourages further challenge.
The bigger cultural challenge
is to embed this undefensive
approach in staff’s daily
interactions with families –
we are definitely well on
the way.

• •

AL And finally, what is your
hope for the future of
Speak-Easy?
JO That’s simple. More
families coming,
bringing with them more
ideas and more challenges.

Jo
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In the beginning

In the
beginning

Ordinary Lives
Some of the people who benefited from
hospital closure and re-provision 20 years
ago are still being supported by Three Cs
today. The difference is that Carol, Jackie,
Charlie and George and others live ordinary
lives in ordinary streets doing as much for
themselves as they can.

Grove Park Hospital in Lewisham was
first designated a facility for people with
learning disabilities in 1977.

George on the train

In 1988, Mandy Grierson,
now Chief Executive of
Lewisham Nexus, was one
of four Support Managers
appointed to work at Grove
Park by the Health Authority.
Her job was to work from
within towards closing the
hospital and moving people
out to live in the community.
Mandy credits Marion Blake,
General Manager of Grove
Park hospital, with the drive
and charisma to lead the
change from within, and Rob
Greig, who subsequently
became the ‘Learning
Disabilities Tsar’, with the
vision to press for not-forprofit organisations to provide
alternative community living.

24pp-Newsletter-241013-ARTWORK.indd 10

Looking back over his sister
Jackie’s life, Mr Stephens
said “It has changed for
the better and there is
definitely improvement. The
institutionalisation is difficult
to get away from – but Three
Cs are doing a stirling job.”
•
•
The first of these, Onus, was • Mrs Greenslade told
•
set up in 1992; Alan Grierson •• Angela Woodley, Director
••
and Susan Dunn went on to
• of Services, just how bad
help five other not-for-profits •• the old institutions could
•
••
to set up. Thus in 1993,
• be “I bought my daughter
•
Three Cs was
born, the Cs
I
•• some new clothes and the
at that time standing for
• next time I went to see her
•
••
Committed to Care in the
• someone else was wearing
Community. Whilst Blue River •• her clothes. Staff would
and Onus served Southwark, •• sit around watching TV,
••
Lewisham Nexus, Access
• sometimes leaving people
for Living, Linc (now Plus) and ••• in their own wee.”
•
Three Cs served Lewisham
••
The Regional Health Authority
was finally able to close
Grove Park hospital in 1994,
marking a welcome end to
long stay hospital provision
for people with learning
disabilities in Lewisham.

•
••
•
••
•
•
••
•
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
•

••

Mr and Mrs Greenslade are
much happier with the way
things are now. “Now staff
are more constant and there
is continuity. There are more
things for people to do and
they can come out of their
shell” said Mrs Greenslade.
The Greenslades play a key
role in keeping Three Cs on
their toes and are not afraid
to speak out or get involved.

Charlie buys his paper

“It’s really important to work
with staff so they understand
what it means to be deaf
blind and we are part of that”
said Mrs Greenslade.

Carol
does her
laundry
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The
World is your
Oyster

Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
iPlanit says that lots
of people we support
attended events at the
Olympic and Paralympic
Games and had an
amazing time!
Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
iPlanit says Ashan Wellard
starts his Level 1 Retail
Course in September.
Another step towards
getting a job. Well done
Ashan!

Ordinary
is only part of the
story. As people’s expectations get
higher, their ambitions get bigger.
As well as supporting people
to get housing, jobs and
relationships, Three Cs is proud
to support people in whatever
they want to do. From supporting
53 people to go to the Olympic
and Paralympic Games, to hiring
minis for mini lovers, dolphin
adventures and speed boat rides,
trips to the Ritz, Tower Ballroom,
the set of Emmerdale, the
Mercedes-Benz show –
the World is Everyone’s Oyster.

Charlie and
Christine love
their cars

Jackie and
George
at the Ritz

Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
iPlanit says David was part
of the interview panel for
a new job at Crossways.
He really enjoyed getting
involved and making a
difference.
Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Nick & Diane have just set
off for Tunisia. They paid
for their holiday with money
they’d earned working
with our Employment Pool.
Have fun!
Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
John went by train to
#BlackpoolTowerBallRoom
to hear Phil Kelsaw &
Chris Hopkins play pipe
organ – a real dream of his
#achievingdreams

Carol swimming with
dolphins in Florida ...
24pp-Newsletter-241013-ARTWORK.indd 11

... and jetting along
the Thames

Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Charlie took a #bigstep &
went out in the rain to buy
his morning newspaper
#overcomingfears
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The Board

View from the Top
'\

Trevor Branch

Three Cs’ Board does all its business in Easy Read.
If it cannot be written simply, it needs to be said simply
and illustrated. All Trustees and managers benefit from
this clear and transparent way of making decisions.
The result is a strong partnership at the top which
includes people we support.

---

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ian Wilson

Deborah Smith

Andrew Meyer

Being a Beneficiary
Trustee at Three Cs
Debbie and Andrew have
been Beneficiary Trustees
since 2011. Debbie reflects,
“I had been attending
Crossways for several years,
and realised that I knew very
little about Three Cs. I wanted
to learn a lot more about the
organisation, and to give
something back. Since being
a Trustee my confidence has
grown in leaps and bounds. I
enjoy having the responsibility
of being a Trustee and I have
met some wonderful people.
As a trustee I visit one of the
supported houses regularly.
I find this interesting and
enjoyable.”
Andrew and Debbie are also
part of our Customer Journey
Team which keeps a check
on the quality of our services
at Three Cs. “This team

Zoe Ollerearnshaw

24pp-Newsletter-241013-ARTWORK.indd 12

ensures Three Cs is doing
what they say they are doing.
We currently have four people
we support included in the
team and are hoping for more.
I have been Chair of some
of the meetings, which is a
bit scary, but this has done
wonders for my confidence.
I would recommend being a
Trustee. It is energizing, and
interesting.”
Andrew says “When I come
up with a proposal to improve
things, people listen and if
it’s a good idea it gets acted
on”. Andrew progressed from
being a member of the Social
Inclusion Task Force, “being
a member of the Task Force
made it a lot easier for me
to join the main Board as I
knew how meetings worked”.
The Board have worked hard
on making the meetings
accessible for all. Ian Wilson,
Trustee, supports Andrew
in preparation for the Board
meetings through Board Talk

By Debbie Smith
& Andrew Meyer
with Trevor Branch,
Three Cs Chairman
sessions “we go through the
Board pack which is very
big before the meetings.
This helps me understand
what’s going to come up in
the meetings. I feel an equal
person at the meetings.”
Trevor Branch says that
“Debbie and Andrew are
committed members of the
Three Cs Board taking their
part in every way. Members
of our Board are experts in
many different ways, in our
community and in business
with Debbie and Andrew
fitting right in. They bring
their own thoughts to their
Board which is proud of Three
Cs services. The Board has
grown up and has something
of everyone, making decisions
has not become easier nor
have the decisions become
fewer or smaller. What has
happened is the Board is able
to decide with
a well-informed
f
and strong membership.”

Our ten wonderful Trustees
05/11/2013 12:43
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Howzat for a Local
Authority transfer!?
Rebecca Hill

Just the words ‘local authority transfer’
fill many people with dread. How do
you combine different sectors, different
cultures, different ways of doing things?
Bowled over by the outcome, Alison
Love discusses the key to success with
Sarah Harvey, Service Co-ordinator.
Sarah Harvey

Agnita Schaap

Paul Craven

Brian Akintokun

November 1st 2011 marked
the day when Three Cs began
supporting 17 Lewisham
residents with learning
disabilities in four Supported
Living houses transferred
from the Local Authority. It is
a day Sarah Harvey, former
Local Authority manager, will
never forget as she reflects
on the service transfer from
Lewisham Council to Three
Cs. “It was the hands-on
approach and collaboration
between us all that made
the transfer a success” says
Sarah, adding “One of the
things Three Cs concentrates
hard on is the person
supported and everything else
comes from that. People’s
service is now much more
personalised.”
At the point of transfer, and
as part of the Commissioner’s
strategy, people were very
focused on moving on from
their day services to other

community activities. Sarah
notes “I believe people
moving on from their day
service has been a real
blessing in disguise. It has
opened up new avenues for
people to explore which may
not have been available if
people had continued with
their day service.”
In turn, the people in
those transferred services
have enriched Three Cs in
many ways. We are struck
by people’s energy and
enthusiasm, their passion
for a party, both as hosts
of the Jubilee and Olympic
parties and proud winners of
Celebrating Success awards.
Alison Love, Head of Social
Inclusion says “I’m delighted
that everyone has got so
involved in social inclusion
activities at Three Cs. People
have really taken advantage
of what’s on offer and we are
now seeing people come

up with the ideas and co•
produce their own activities
for the benefit of others which
is fantastic!”
Sarah acknowledges other
successes too. “There has
been good joint working
across projects such as the
peer supporting through the
Skill Swap project”. We have
seen people swapping their
skills for the benefit of others
in activities such as travel
training, baking and setting
up a Sunday afternoon pub
group. Sarah says, “We
have made some positive
changes which includes
the successful employment
of quality Project Leaders
across the service. Jean
Norman secured promotion
into one of these posts after
working in the service for
many years. It’s great to see
staff successes too. Here’s to
the next 20 years!”

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

John Goodwin
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Fundraising and Campaigning

Campaigning
and fundraising
Times are tough.
Austerity has resulted
in disproportionate
cuts to disabled
people’s benefits
and services. This
means that more and
more people we are
in contact with have
too little or no funding
for the support they
need or for a good
quality of life. We
meet this challenge
by campaigning
and fundraising.

More
Campaigning

••

••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•

Supporting
people to
speak out

••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
•

••
••
•

As individuals, people
we support are already
campaigning. Nicole
campaigned against
the benefit cuts. Robert
campaigned against the
closure of Lewisham
Hospital. Sandra spoke
out at a housing tribunal.
As Lewisham Speaking
Out MPs, Becky and
Roseanna are lobbying
on local issues.

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
•
••
••

••
•
•

Flush Mob

••
••
•
•

Every
Vote
Counts

••
••
•
•• The Social Inclusion Task
••
•• Force has asked Three Cs
•• to give more support to
•• campaigning. Bob Tindall
•
•• from United Response
••
Research shows that
came and talked to the
230,000 severely disabled ••
•• group about Campaign for
people, including those
•• a Fair Society and the Every
with profound and multiple ••
•• Vote Counts campaign.
learning disabilities, do
•
not have access to public •• In the run up to the next
••
toilets that meet their
• general election, Three Cs
•• will support people to take
needs. The Changing
••
Places campaign plans
• part in democracy and
•
•• vote. We will use the Every
to change that. A group
•• Vote Counts campaign
of people from Three Cs
•
•• and Easy News by United
jazzed up their own loo
•• Response. We will try
brushes and joined the
••
200 strong Flush Mob in
• to double the number
••
Trafalgar Square to make
•• of people with learning
•• disabilities who vote.
their views known.

Three Cs belongs to Campaign for a Fair Society.
The Campaign has eight proposals for doing things differently and says:
“We want a system that does not punish people for being older, disabled
or in poverty. Instead, families should get the support they need to look
after each other. People should get the help they need to live a life that they
control. When everyone can make their own contribution, the world will be
a better place for all of us.”

We are also on the editorial board of Community Living which
campaigns for equal citizenship for people with learning difficulties.

1t;tf
fjMWf
I
24pp-Newsletter-241013-ARTWORK.indd 14

One of the issues which unites both campaigns is Winterbourne View,
and the need to get rid of a profoundly abusive system of care for
those labelled with challenging behaviour. Chief Executive, Jo Clare,
has written about this issue in Jo Blogs at www.threecs.co.uk and in
Community Living Magazine.
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Fundraising

----

We have been fundraising since 2012
so that we can provide unfunded
activities like social inclusion and fund
support for those who have zero funding,
or who are experiencing hardship.
Our first
runner

••
••
••

Our second
runner

•

Francine Bates, Chief
Executive of Lullaby Trust,
was our first fundraiser.
She raised £2500 for Three
Cs when she successfully
ran the marathon in 2012.

Other
fundraising
efforts

••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
•
••
••

Latest
News

Luke Power raised over
£600 by running the
Edinburgh Marathon in
May 2013. Luke, who
works for Three Cs as a
Community Facilitator
in his Uni holidays,
raised the money for
our social enterprise
cafe development in
Southwark.

••
••
••
••
•
••
••
•
••
•
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
•
••
••
•
••
••
•
••
•
••
••
•
••
••
•
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
••

Team Nightrider cycled
100km on June 8th 2013
to raise over £5000 for
Three Cs. On wheels
transported to the start
in a van provided by Jeff
from www.electrolite.
co.uk, and wearing High
Vis sponsored by www.
enfieldsafety.co.uk, the
team of eight cycled up and
down hill through the cold
night from Crystal Palace
to Ally Pally and back via
iconic London.
Months of training paid
off as Abi, Angela, Anna,
Jim, Karen, Sarah H, Sarah
W and Tom all crossed
the finish line. Jim Barry,
Finance Director, who
crossed the line first, said
“It was a great experience,
when you make the effort
its surprising what can be
achieved.”

We raised over £800 through wine-tasting and party
events, £200 from Give as You Live and sundry amounts
from raffles, quizzes and sweepstakes.
Last but not least, Val presented
£120 to a managers meeting in
July which she raised through
a Karaoke Party.

Help raise funds for Three Cs

Join Val and help us to make a difference to those we support
by making a single or regular donation to Three Cs. Even the
smallest donation will make a big difference to people’s lives.

24pp-Newsletter-241013-ARTWORK.indd 15

Team Night Rider

Discover the many ways
to fundraise or donate at:

www.threecs.co.uk

Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Mandy visited the set of her
favourite soap @emmerdale
this weekend. Had a couple
of drinks in the #woolpack!
#livinglifetothefull
Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Nora Power raised £157 for
the British Heart Foundation
– Well done Nora!
Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Sandra challenged
her #London Council;
represented herself at a
housing tribunal to get her
flat properly maintained.
#speakingup
Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
We had our own Three
Cs #bakeoff at our
#ComicRelief Cake Sale, &
volunteers aplenty! Angela,
Mandy & Maureen got
baking & helped on the day
Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Christine, Co-Chair of our
Social Inclusion Task Force,
used sound prompts to
assist her visual impairment
& #goitalone at last
meeting.
Three Cs
@ThreeCs_iPlanit
Rershane & Gloria had a go
on the bikes @WfWnews
& had a great time. R
didn’t want to get off!
#personaldevelopment
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Person-centred

What does personcentred mean?
Explaining what personcentred means is as difficult
as explaining the offside
rule in football. It is therefore
fitting to use football to
explain what personcentred means. Take Tony
for example. His Dad used
to take him to see Arsenal
at Highbury when he was
a lad. He had not been to
an Arsenal match for 50
years. Watching Arsenal
beat Fenerbace 2-0 at the
Emirates to qualify for the
Champions League group
stage for the 16th season in
a row was a person-centred
dream come true.

On the other hand, take
Dean. Dean is a Spurs fan.
Planning the same goal
with Dean would not have
been person-centred. In
fact, planning to take Dean
to watch Arsenal qualify for
the Champions League is
a sort of person-centred
offside and the goal would
be disallowed.

2-13 Decemb
er

We’re swimming 20km to raise
money for the people we support.
Each kilometre represents the
number of years we have been
around. Join us in the pool or
splash out on our fundraising
page at www.threecs.co.uk

I’m diving in
to support
Three Cs

C

8 Art Cards

•

Sold in aid of

Greetings cards with
assorted images by local artists
Inside is BLANK for your message
In

~

threeCs

£5 per pack

“I can’t believe
I am at
the Emirates”
We recor
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or
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ourr th
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sts
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uth
thw
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To buy our unique greeings cards call 020 8269 4340
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Support Three Cs when you shop online
Did you know thousands of stores like Amazon, John Lewis and M&S will donate a
percentage of every pound you spend with them online – at no extra cost to you?
It’s 100% secure and we think it’s 100% great!

Sign up today at www.giveasyoulive.com
Contact us: Three Cs 3rd Floor, Norman House 110-114 Norman Rd, Greenwich, London SE10 9QJ
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

020 8269 4340

info@threecs.co.uk

Registered Charity Number: 1047736 The information contained in this newsletter was compiled in good faith and to the best of our knowledge is accurate at October 2013
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